“ Afraid of Radicalization”
“I was interviewing a young girl about a critical incident she had lived. She explained to me that
her incident had happened when she was required by her studies to do an internship in an
organization, but the organization refused to take her in. She talked about how wearing a hijab
makes it really difficult for her to find places to do internships. She explained how she started
wearing the hijab as a personal choice since she had started to attend to a Muslim religious group
where she participates together with other Muslim young women. The group follows the doctrines
of an Imam, and that Imam determines the ideology and dynamics of the group. I am not very
familiar with what she was explaining, but I was quiet listening to her. When she finished
describing her incident, we started talking about her current internship, since she is now studying
early childhood education. She then told me that once she finished her training, she wanted to
move to Pakistan to continue her university studies there. That shocked me, but I hid my reaction.
We kept on talking, and I asked why she wanted to move to Pakistan to study. She explained that
she felt that she would be more comfortable there, that it would be easier for her, and that she
wanted to have more contact with her culture.”
In the youth worker’s workplace,
in Barcelona, February 2019

IDENTITIES OF THE NARRATOR AND THE PERSON(S) TRIGGERING THE SHOCK
is a single 32 years old algerian who's been in France from a year or two. This incident takes place at
a party after a worshop in which the narrator is a trainer and the other person is a participant.

THE NARRATOR

THE OTHER PERSON(S)

SIMILARITIES / DIFFERENCES

A 57 years old Catalan man. He
has worked as a youth worker
for more than 20 years. He’s
Caucasian and non-practicing
catholic.

A Pakistani woman who is 19
years old and currently
student. She’s Muslim and
wears the hijab.

Everything differentiates them: their genders,
their ages, their religions, their origins such as
their social status (he has worked for a long
time and she’s a student).

CONTEXT
is a single 32 years old algerian
who's been in France from a
PHYSICAL CONTEXT
year or two. This incident takes
place at a party after a
The the
room
they were meeting in is usually used for
worshop in which
narrator
therapy,
so
the set-up is comfortable and distended.
is a trainer and the other

OTHER PEOPLE PRESENT
No

person is a participant.

LARGER SOCIAL CONTEXT

PREVIOUS RELATIONSHIP, ANTECEDENTS

The social atmosphere is very hostile. Islamophobia is
everywhere and there is constant bombarding against
the threat of radicalization in media, educational and
youth contexts.

The young girl was meeting with the youth worker as a
mentor. She was in a safe space, where she could talk
freely.
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The young intern girl says she is planning to move back
to Pakistan to continue her studies.

Developmentalism: the idea that Europe is more developed and
evolved than other territories, hence the schooling system is
better in Spain than in Pakistan. In Europe women have rights and
they are recognized; their individualities are respected, and no
one forces others them to be someone they are not. Instead,
Pakistan is a violent place, where women are not respected and
where everything is still to be done.

The investment and benefits of migrating:
the young girl’s family has made a
significant investment and effort to migrate
from Pakistan to Spain. If she decides to
return to Pakistan, she would be throwing
away all of the effort made by her family.

Religious practice as dangerous:
religion does not have as much value as
science, and it can even be dangerous,
to a radicalization position erasing a
person’s individuality and even leading
them to acts of violence and terror.

Institutionalized religion versus spirituality: institutionalized
religion implies an irrational obedience to a leader, whereas
religion as spirituality leaves space for freedom of thought and
choice. Intelligent people are able to practice religion
spiritually, while those who are easily manipulated end up
following an institutional religion and/or sect. All religious
groups who have a leader, and bestow upon that leader a
moral and spiritual god-like superiority so that it is easy for that
leader to manipulate his/her followers, are sects.

Importance of minority youth leaders: the young
girl has the opportunity and potential to become a
youth leader in favor of her community and other
minorities because of her experiences, wit and
strength; if she returns to Pakistan, she would be
giving up her potential.
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The young intern girl says she is planning to move back to Pakistan to
continue her studies.

.

Having a positive cultural identity: in
Pakistan it will be easier to be herself , and
she will not have to try so hard to fit in, she
will feel more comfortable and safer to be
herself, dress and speak about her choices
more freely. Additionally, she will be able to
communicate in Urdu, her native tongue,
despite the fact that she speaks Catalan and
Spanish fluently.

Religion as form of socialization: the
religious group she attends is
perceived as modern and trendy
within the young girl’s context. The
Imam who leads the group is a current
religious reference, and religious
groups that follow his doctrine are
spaces for youth socialization.

Religion as a core value: in Pakistan she will face a less hostile
environment to her personal religious choices, which for her are
very important since religion connects with a very profound and
sense-giving part of her life.

Religion as an act of peace:
religion doctrine teaches the ways
of peace and fosters peaceful
coexistence.

Religion as community: the religious
group the young girl participates in
welcomes her as a community, she is
recognized in her individuality and her
choices are respected.

Home is at the origin: she identifies Pakistan as her home,
while Barcelona is a difficult and hostile place, where she is
constantly being judged, rendered invisible, objectified and
infantilized.

Loyalty to her country of origin: she
might want to benefit from migration
(language, studies, resources as
power element) to make an impact in
the society where she feels she
belongs to.
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